Abstract: Three sets of new findings with regard to modulation of visual perception by auditory stimuli are reviewed. First, we show that visual temporal resolution can be either improved or deteriorated by accompanying sounds, depending on the sequence and delay among the auditory and visual stimuli. Second, a single visual flash can be perceived as multiple flashes when accompanied by multiple sounds. Third, an ambiguous motion display consisting of two objects moving toward each other is perceived as streaming with or without an unsynchronized sound, but as bouncing with a synchronized sound. Based on these findings, we argue, against the traditional belief of visual dominance, that audition can modify vision particularly when it provides strong transient signal(s).
INTRODUCTION
Most of real-world events generate various physical stimuli such as light and sound, and different senses are attuned to different aspects of the environment. Thus, crossmodal interactions can reduce perceptual ambiguity which may result from relying on a single sensory modality, and presumably attain spatial and temporal resolution which would be impossible in a single modality.
Indeed, simple crossmodal facilitation such as indicated in the reduction of reaction times or an increase in detectability of targets are well documented [1] [2] [3] . While many studies have shown that visual information affects perception in the other modalities (e.g., auditory and tactile), only little is known about influence in the other direction; how auditory and tactile information affect visual perception (with few exceptions [4] ). The well-known phenomena such as McGurk effect in speech perception and the ventriloquist effect in sound localization are good examples for effects of vision on audition. Thus traditionally, vision has been considered to be the dominant modality in our multi-sensory perception of the world.
Here we present three sets of new findings that overturn this established view, indicating that audition can affect vision particularly in temporal, as opposed to spatial, domain. Just as other modalities, our visual percepts also are malleable by other modalities.
NEW FINDINGS

Sound Alters Visual Temporal Resolution
Can auditory stimuli change visual temporal resolution? Perhaps this is the simplest way to explore the possibility of audition affecting vision specifically in temporal domain. We have approached this question by presenting two LEDs (light-emitting diode) at the top and the bottom of a fixation point, and asking the observer to judge which of the visual stimuli had appeared first [5] . There were five conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 1 ; (1) VV (the baseline measurement of visual temporal resolution), (2) AVVA (a sound was added before and after the two sequential LED presentations), (3) VAAV (two sounds were added between the LEDs), (4) AVV (a sound was added only before the LEDs), (5) VVA (a sound was added only after the LEDs). The auditory and visual stimuli were always symmetrical along the time axis. The last two conditions, particularly (4) AVV, were added to control for possible warning, or alerting effect of the sound. Observers made a temporal order judgment between the two LEDs while the order/delay between the stimuli was randomized across trials, so that we could obtain a typical psychometric function and a JND (Just Noticeable Difference) for each condition (Fig. 2) .
As obvious in these figures, visual temporal resolution was significantly better in the condition AVVA than the baseline condition VV, and worse in the condition VAAV than the baseline VV. The temporal resolutions in the conditions AVV and VVA were not significantly different from the baseline, suggesting that the main effects were not due to the initial sound as a warning signal, or some cognitive factors related to the observer's awareness of sounds. In an independent experiment, we assessed the effect of A-V (V-A) delay time. The results indicate that the optimal delay to maximize the auditory modulation of visual temporal resolution is in the range of 40 to 60 ms. Thus, the visual temporal resolution, which may be considered one of the most fundamental characteristics of the modality, can readily be influenced by sounds. Moreover, the modulation can be in both directions, improvement, or deterioration, depending on the temporal arrangement of auditory and visual stimuli.
Double Flash Illusion
Sound can not only change subtle timing of visual perception, as indicated by our first example above, but also change the quality of visual percept itself. Indeed, we have recently discovered an illusion along this line: when a single visual flash is accompanied by multiple auditory beeps, the single flash is incorrectly perceived as multiple flashes [6] . To demonstrate this, a uniform white disk (subtending 2 at 5 eccentricity) was flashed a variable number of times (13 ms duration, and spaced 50 ms apart) on a black background. Flashes were accompanied with a variable number of beeps, each spaced 57 ms apart. Observers were asked to judge how many visual flashes were presented on each trial.
The observers consistently and incorrectly reported seeing multiple flashes whenever a single flash was accompanied by more than one beep (Fig. 3a) . Control conditions and catch trials (described in figure caption) indicate that the illusory flashing phenomenon is indeed a perceptual illusion and is not due to the difficulty of the task, or some cognitive bias (for example, the observers' judgment was not based on the number of beeps they heard). Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 3b , observers' performance was the same whether a single flash was accompanied by two beeps, or two flashes were accompanied by one or no beeps. It suggests that the illusory dou-ble flash is perceptually equivalent to the physical double flash. Phenomenological reports by the observers also confirm this statement.
What should be emphasized here, however, is that if two or more flashes are presented within the time window of 13 ms (the duration of single flash in the experiment described above), observers would still perceive them as a single flash because the stimuli are clearly beyond the temporal resolution of vision (note that to have multiple flashes perceived as such, we had to have about 50 ms separation among them). Thus, double flashes can be perceived with a physical flash stimulus in this narrow time window only when the flash is accompanied by two transients from audition. Further, the results obtained from non-naive observers suggest that the effect is robust so that it cannot be cancelled by correct knowledge about the physical stimulus. The illusion is also robust to variations in stimulus parameters, including disk eccentricity and contrast, spatial disparity between sound and flash, shape and texture of the flashing pattern, flash and beep durations, etc.
We have also investigated the temporal properties of this illusion by varying the relative timing of visual and auditory stimuli. The illusory flashing effect declined from 70 ms separation onwards. However, illusory flashing occurred so long as both beep and flash were within approximately 100 ms, consistent with the integration time of polysensory neurons in the brain [7, 8] . These results suggest that the illusory flashing phenomenon is indeed caused by an alteration of the visual perception via auditory stimuli. Note, however, that the sound did not have a fusing effect when multiple flashes were accompanied with a single beep (see Fig. 3b ). Consistent with previous observations in other modalities [9] , we hypothesize that the percept of a continuous stimulus in one modality is made considerably more malleable by the discontinuous stimulus in another modality, than vice versa.
The influence of auditory cues on visual perception has been demonstrated in other settings in which perceived visual intensity is affected by the presence of an auditory stimulus [10] . This influence, however, is quantitative and does not alter the phenomenological quality of the percept. Our work extends this previous finding by showing that the visual perception can be qualitatively altered by sound.
Sound Affect Ambiguity Solving in Visual Motion
In the previous examples, the auditory input modulates either visual temporal resolution, or appearance of a single visual flash directly. Our last case is a little more complicated in that sound affects ambiguity solving in visual motion. The critical difference in this case is that there is intrinsic ambiguity in perceptual interpretation of the visual motion display, as will be described below, and the auditory inputs bias it in one way or the other.
Two identical visual targets moving across each other can be perceived either to bounce off or to stream through each other, since the trajectory would be nearly identical (Fig. 4) . Nonetheless, the vast majority of observers report streaming, not bouncing, when the display is observed as such [11] . If a brief sound is added at the moment the targets coincide, however, it strongly biases visual perception toward bouncing [12] . This phenomenon is interesting because the biological significance of it is intuitively obvious; we have experienced multimodal collision events many times in the natural environment, and perhaps crossmodal associative learning may have occurred via inputs synchronized across sensory modalities. In more probabilistic terms, one can regard the visual coincidence synchronized with a sound as a generic case of a real-world collision (and an accidental case of two physical events happening independently), and the visual coincidence unsynchronized with a sound as a generic case of two physical events happening independently (and an accidental case of a real-world collision). This is reminiscent of the Generic View Principle in visual perception [13] [14] [15] [16] . Percentage of "bouncing" judgment is plotted against timing of the sound relative to the visual coincidence (zero on the abscissa).
As expected from this line of consideration, the rate of bounce judgment by observers decreases drastically when the asynchrony between the sound and the visual coincidence increases. Thus, one can obtain a temporal tuning curve, as shown in Fig. 5 [17] .
The analysis with regard to genericness/accidentalness of crossmodal events, as described above, provides a nice functional account, but it does not provide any clue to the neural mechanism that implements the function. So what is the mechanism? One clue comes from psychophysical studies of visual motion, which indicate that streaming perception is due to temporal recruitment of local motion signals along the trajectory [18, 19] . Moreover, there is sufficient, albeit indirect, evidence that attentive tracking of an object enhances its motion perception (therefore streaming, in this case [20] ). Thus, the abrupt onset of sound may disrupt attentive tracking and the process of motion signal recruitment, and as a result assist bouncing perception to occur more frequently. We call this attention hypothesis, which we examined experimentally as follows: (1) A more salient sound (synchronized with the visual coincidence) leads to a stronger bias towards bouncing. When the saliency of the synchronized sound is reduced by adding an identical sound prior to it (150-450 ms ahead), or by embedding the synchronized sound in a series of identical sounds, the bounce-inducing effect is grossly attenuated [21] . When the synchronized sound is made salient, by having a pitch different from the embedding sounds, for instance, it again shows the bounceinducing effect [21] . (2) A salient sensory transient biases visual perception toward bouncing, irrespective of the modality in which such a transient is presented. Indeed, we have found that a visual flash (a brief presentation of a ring), or even a somatosensory stimulus to the observer's finger, induces bouncing perception when it is synchronized with the visual coincidence [17] . (3) The magnitude of the bounce-inducing effect increases as the energy of bounce-inducing transients increases, regardless of sensory modality. However, the temporal window during which a sensory transient can bias visual motion perception depends on the modality in which the transient is given, but is fixed in time in each modality, as shown in Fig. 6 [17] . (4) Also as shown in Fig. 6 , auditory and tactile transients have much larger temporal interaction windows than visual transients. Further, auditory and somatosensory transients presented before the visual coincidence tend to have stronger bounce-inducing effect than those presented after the visual coincidence. Visual transients do not show this temporal asymmetry [17] . (5) The spatial tuning of the bounce-inducing effect by auditory and visual transients was assessed [17, 22] . Unlike the temporal tuning, there was only a very loose spatial tuning in both of the modalities; the transient stimulus presented elsewhere than the visual coincidence had an equally strong effect of inducing bounce percept. These results are consistent with the attention/saliency account, but not necessarily with mere associative learning by realworld experience.
(6) The lack of attention to the visual moving targets in the streaming/bouncing motion display increases the likelihood of the bouncing percept. To demonstrate this, we had observers engaged in a central task at the fovea while presenting the motion ambiguous display in the periphery [22] . When either the task was easy or hard but completed before the visual coincidence, there was no effect; the observer reported primarily the streaming percept. When the task was difficult and completed only after the visual coincidence (therefore the attention was still at the fovea and away from it at the moment of the visual coincidence), the bouncing percept became dominant. (7) Development of the stream/bounce perception modulated by a sound was assessed in human infants, employing the habituation/dishabituation technique, and videobased eye movement recording [23] . The results consistently indicate that the infants acquire the adult-like ability of changing perceptual interpretation depending on the presence/absence of synchronized auditory input at the age of 5 or 6 months, which is the age assumed to be critical for development of visual spatial attention. Based on these results, we conclude that the streaming percept arises when amodal attentional resources are available for tracking the moving stimuli around the moment of the visual coincidence, and the bouncing percept results from the lack of attentional resources. The role of salient sensory transients in the bounce-inducing effect is to distract attention from the coinciding moving stimuli. Thus, the findings provide evidence that dynamics of attentional resource allocation, not simply associative learning, can be the cause of amodal event perception in humans. This particular paradigm seems to be a powerful tool to investigate lower to intermediate level of auditoryvisual integration, as already proved in the developmental study which we mentioned above.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have described three lines of evidence indicating that visual perception can be modulated by accompanying auditory stimulus.
First, visual temporal resolution can be either improved or deteriorated by accompanying sounds, depending on the sequence and delay among the auditory and visual stimuli. In particular, the improvement of temporal resolution by sounds (the condition AVVA; see section 2.2) is notable because this can be considered as a case where vision goes beyond its own limit with the help of signals from another modality. Second, a single visual flash can be perceived as multiple flashes when accompanied by multiple auditory beeps. Our control results suggest that this is indeed modulation of visual percept per se, as opposed to some kind of cognitive contamination. Its implication goes beyond that of the first finding mentioned above in that it implies qualitative change of visual percept itself. Yet, it may be related to it as well, since again, vision can go beyond its own limitation (temporal resolution) owing to auditory signals. Consider, for instance, a situation in the natural world where two collision events occur in a very narrow time window to generate two synchronized pairs of sound and light. The visual system would like to interpret its input as two flashes if possible (note that a single visual event which coincides with two auditory events is possible, but would be too accidental). Just as most of classical perceptual illusions, this effect does reflect the highly adaptive nature, rather than a limitation, of the brain.
Third, the motion ambiguous display consisting of two objects moving toward each other is perceived as streaming without or with an unsynchronized sound (or flash), but as bouncing with a synchronized sound. This example is distinctive from the previous ones because there is intrinsic ambiguity in visual perception to begin with, and the auditory input merely biases the perceptual dominance. Also, it is noteworthy that a transient sensory input that is synchronized with the visual coincidence, regardless of the modality in which it is given (visual, auditory, or somatosensory), has a qualitatively equivalent effect of inducing the bounce perception. This indicates that presence of transient signal is more critical than which modality it comes from in crossmodal integration.
What is common among these findings is that audition affects vision particularly when there are sharp transient signals which are adjacent to a particular visual event in time. This is in a sharp contrast to the traditional literature of visual-auditory interaction where the causal relationship is typically opposite, i.e. vision affecting audition, and the domain of effect is typically space rather than time (e.g., Ventriloquist effect). After all, the prevailing belief that humans are vision-dominated animals [24] may be wrong. Vision is often most reliable on spatial information, whereas audition is better in temporal accuracy [25] . A more specific characterization of human perception would be that the brain relies on whichever the modality carrying strongest, least ambiguous and most accurate signals to integrate signals from other sensory modalities.
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